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Abstract—A WSN (Wireless sensor network) interconnected with IP networks could help bridging the physical world and also helps in external monitoring and controls Wireless Sensor Network. In this paper implementation of SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) on Sensor network in IPv6 based on TCP/IP such as GPRS is shown. By showing packet transmission between the nodes considering them as server and client nodes by using location based IP addressing protocol.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks need to be dynamic in nature to provide systematic and, we monitor the smart sensor networks with elements of network management[1]. Security, configuration and performance are to be monitored. Smart sensor nodes are used at different levels which provide network and sensor management dynamically using a Simple network management protocol. This Network is implemented in traffic control (signal lights) in metropolitan area, Monitor automobile control roadways, civil structures and Monitor the environment.

SNMP is used to manage the network for longer duration is a network management protocol. In this system computers are called managers and these managers perform a task of managing a group of nodes. They even execute software components called agents and inform manager via SNMP. These managed nodes in network are founded by ping operation and the information is extracted using SNMP protocol by manager from the nodes. Agent reports the manager when he requests the information and even maintains it. It has capability of reporting manager system about these asynchronous messages[5].

The solutions proposed for WSN monitoring and management are ground on the SNMP (Simple network management protocol) or you can say that implement some concepts found in the SNMP. Most of these works based on the SNMP also do not make use of 6LoWPAN. Mostly SNMP based solutions take advantage of the proxy based deployment model, or some form of sub agent. This deployment model sees a proxy type device deployed between the management station and SNMP agent (managed device).

A few SNMP based implementations use this proxy based deployment model to facilitate protocol translation which makes it possible to perform compression of messages[10]. IPv6 arrival over 6LoWPAN(low power wireless personal area network) has changed the tag of WSN as separate network which uses custom, non-standard and application specific protocols. This IP (Internet protocol) is common protocol between conventional IP Network’s and WSN. WSN uses tiny OS as operating system and make use of advantages that the common IP layer brings. The reuse of technique, protocols and software that are already developed are included in it.

Standard SNMP software can be used to communicate with the implementation of SNMP software agent. Therefore network monitoring packages like Cacti and Nagios are used monitor WSN. The implementation, SNMP on sensor network software agent is examined, along with then study of an SNMP “GetRequest” message in assistance of understanding the structure of SNMP message.

Figure 1: Wiring diagram of SNMP component.[11]
II. SENSOR NETWORK
A. Working
Sensor network has authorized us to use personal aid devices to be used anywhere. The user can monitor the components of network which shows the dynamic nature of a network. It plugs the sensor into signal conditioning which is automatically configured and is ready to take the measurements. It announces its presence to other node. The configuration of default setting is done during setup and an acknowledgement is sent to the client or server in the network.

![Wireless sensor node](image)

A smart sensor node is basically used to check the battery life. It can communicate the data in the network and can even measure the health of the node. These nodes always communicate along the network by using internet protocol (TCP/IP)[2].

Examples where Smart Sensor Network is implemented:
- Traffic control (signal lights) in metropolitan areas.
- Monitors- Roadway, Civil structure and environment.
- Monitor automobile control.

Traditional network were more static in nature in comparison to sensor network which are dynamic by nature. In these cases they need strict monitoring for detecting any kind of abnormality in the sensor. Nodes need to act smart in order to provide good management and TCP/IP application layer is to be standardized for being interoperable.

In starting the sensor network management protocols were developed for traditional network, but now a day these networks are used for advanced technologies and for cryptography and other uses.

B. IMPLEMENTATION OF SNMP ON WSN IN DIFFERENT FIELDS

1. SNMP Proxy for WSN
Implementation of SNMP on WSN using MicaZ motes is effective and feasible solution for monitoring health applications. For global and remote monitoring it is connected to internet. Firstly the network of WSN gathers the medical and environment data by using graphical user interface(GUI) which is based on the software known as code blue, after this the data is displayed and stored on the personal computer and this data which is stored in personal computer is able to use for remote access by using SNMP as a proxy connections[13].

A series of experiments were established earlier and the systems were tested to govern all the parameters used for future extension of the health monitoring networks by instigating new sensors, alarms active algorithms are introduced in the security technique and for location tracking and also for determining the reliability of scenarios that have been established.

2. COST EFFECTIVE WSN USING SNMP
SNMP is used for the examination all the management and control of low cost WSN. It is one of the most accepted protocol, and is used for network management in an network based on IP(Internet Protocol). Since the packet fields in SNMP are very much changeable so Type Length Value (TLV) is required for encoding before transmission of packet takes place. Its size also increases considerably and makes it quite impossible to use in a WSN network. SNMP is basically used for recovering information of management from the network but not for starting actions on the network nodes[19]. In WSN which is cost effective, a light weight SNMP protocol is presented which do not need TLV encoding. This is used for not only controlling the network and their nodes but also for managing the WSN. SNMP protocol has been tested successfully under configurations such as star configuration which is based on WSN network. These nodes comprises on cost effectiveness of a 8 bit microcontrollers and HC-05 Bluetooth modules[23].

- Advantages
  - If we will create a proxy server for the connection of non TCP/IP networks with a TCP/IP authorized network using SNMP as a protocol, Wireless sensor network(WSN) will collect the data and monitor it till it become an supplement to the existing network management.
  - It has now become as a supplement to the existing network management infrastructure. SNMP give permission to devices (multiple agents) to connect multiple managers. It has multiple managers for survey which the gateway node or personal computer have without even increasing the data loads on the motes for given information. SNMPv3 even provides end to end point security and supports encryption of data.

- Disadvantage
  - SNMP a network management protocol, tool was not designed to deal with medical system applications[13].

III. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY
Space limitation was one of the biggest concern in IPv4 addressing, so we use one IP address to uniquely link a WSN. IP network is connected to WSN through one or more gateway and this IP address is used to route packets from IP network to the WSN. In WSN each destination could be uniquely addressed by a UDP port number with its location mentioned. We recommend using private port numbers, which are in the range of 49,151 to 65,536 for this purpose which allows for more than 16,000 nodes in a WSN and assuming each node to support one addressable destination. If more destinations are needed in a WSN for this purpose then one could use unused port numbers from the UDP registered port number range. This approach will resolves addressing issue from an IP network perspective. By using this addressing scheme, an IP network could route a message to the gateway for a WSN and with the implementation of a mapping scheme between port numbers and WSN.
destinations, a gateway could then forward the message to the correct destination i.e. server.

A destination within a WSN is uniquely identified by a node ID (IDentifier) and an endpoint ID logically. An endpoint ID is used to uniquely identify an endpoint within a node in sensor network. An endpoint could be an application, or physical or a logical entity within a node. This concept of endpoint is supported in both TinyOS [2] and ZigBee [9]. For example, ZigBee uses 8 bits to identify an end point within a node and in TinyOS, one could use AM (Active Message) and an 8-bit value [8] is used to designate an entity or end point within a node. There are two approaches to how a WSN could logically view a destination in an external IP network. It could be viewed as an endpoint at the gateway node or an end-point at a separate node that could be reached through the gateway node. As the endpoint identifier is typically 8 bits, only 256 or less IP destinations could be supported if a WSN has only one gateway. On the other hand, if we view an IP network destination as a WSN endpoint at a separate node, we have more flexibility in terms of the number of IP endpoints that could be supported in WSN. Therefore, we suggest assigning a WSN node ID and endpoint ID to each IP destination[9].

IV. SOFTWARE USED

CONTIKI is the networking software which is used for the implementation of SNMP on sensor network in this paper. In this software standard C language is used for writing the programs.

Development is easy and fast with Contiki. Contiki applications are written in NesC, with the Cooja simulator Contiki networks can be emulated before burned in an hardware and this software Contiki provides an entire development environment in a single download. It is basically open source software and can be freely used both in commercial and non-commercial systems and the full source code is available.

V. CURRENT AND FUTURE USES

Current Uses

SNMP monitors all the internet network management tasks on sensor network these days. SNMP is useful for your home or office network monitoring and management needs. It is performing network monitoring application to watch, collect and graph bandwidth utilization at your wifi router for your home or office network.

Future Uses

Internet of things might be coming in the following years which will be significant innovation in field of wireless technology. SNMP technology will get a new life as all small and low power gadgets which need to be monitored and managed using wireless sensor network.

VI. FURTHER ADVANCEMENT

- Implementation of Interconnection of wireless sensor and IP network (IPv6) using SNMP.
• Location based IP Addressing in IP enable Wireless Sensor using SNMP in IPv6 in TCP/IP.
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